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1. Construction is scheduled to begin in mid-September 2016 at the Loop 202 Santan 
Freeway) / I-10 / Pecos Road Traffic Interchange. 

2. ADOT is planning to host public meetings in late September/early October to share 
preliminary design plans for the South Mountain Freeway with the public and to 
obtain public input.   

3. ADOT, in cooperation with the City of Phoenix Office of Arts and Culture, will also 
hold another community meeting for the Rio Del Rey Community to share and 
obtain input on the public art concepts for the pedestrian bridge. 
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1. Project designers developed the pedestrian bridge design concept as close as 
possible to the current Safe Routes to School path, which is located along the 
alignment of Elwood Street.  Americans With Disabilities  Act (ADA) design 
requirements for pedestrian bridges require gradual ramps to get up to the top of 
the bridge where it will cross the freeway.  No matter where the bridge is located, 
the ramps need to be about 400-feet-long on either side (going up and going 
down).  The current and future distance across the right of way for the freeway is 
another 400  feet.  That means, no matter where the bridge is located, the walking 
distance is  about 1200 feet, or 800 additional feet than children walk currently,  
due to the length and grade required for the ramps.   

2. The design team did look at other design concepts for the bridge located within the 
community, but those concepts did not fit within the right of way that was 
approved for the project during the environmental process.  The only way the 
bridge could fit within the community is to obtain additional right of way from the 
Rio Del Rey Homeowner’s Association and most likely from some residential 
properties closest to the freeway alignment.  ADOT and its design team is trying to 
minimize the impacts to private properties wherever possible. Designers were also 
concerned that some adjacent home owners would not want the bridge located so 
close to their properties that people using the bridge could  see into their yards. 

3. Designers also had to avoid the WAPA high voltage power lines at the north end of 
the community, which is why they had to locate the bridge  just north of the 
current path, as indicated on the map. 
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1. This slide provides a perspective for how high the bridge will be over the freeway 
and how it might feel to walk through it, although it is not how the actual bridge 
cage will look.   

2. The design of the bridge cage will be determined as part of the public art design 
concept.  ADOT in cooperation with the City of Phoenix Office of Arts and Culture 
will host another meeting to share and obtain Rio Del Rey community input 
regarding the art concept.   
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1. ADOT is interested in hearing from Rio Del Rey community members about the 
planned location for the bridge.  The following slide lists various ways in which 
community members can submit comments. 
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1. The various ways to submit comments are listed in the slide above.   
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